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Abstract: Cross section calculations for a large number of Standard Model LHC reactions have
been performed during the last 20 years. Many experimental simulations demonstrate how various
final states might eventually be selected. These studies indicate how large the potential signals
and backgrounds might be and the results can be found at various places in the literature.

We attempt to give a comprehensive summary for these different cross sections and their
potential statistical errors.

Furthermore, we try to provide some consistent estimates for potential systematic errors of these
future LHC measurements. Obviously, many experimental and theoretical uncertainties can only
be estimated or guessed today. Nevertheless, such a list might not only become useful during
the coming years, but will eventually be proven to be too pessimistic or optimistic once real
measurements can be performed at the LHC.



preparing a theoretical/experimental review?

• identify relevant LHC (Standard Model) Reactions

• summarize theoretical cross sections (inclusive)

and using simple experimental cuts (limited η and pt)

• how large are PDF uncertainties?

• a few examples ..

• How to collect/combine the material?

(round table meeting Tuesday 12.10 14:30)



Usefulness of such a document?

provide “known” numbers in one review document

to know what can be done experimentally

to know what can be done theoretically

to confront todays wisdom with tomorrows reality

thus start LHC physics with “adequate” precision!



Experimental limitations for LHC precision
reactions:

• counting statistics ±1% → with 104 events (∆N/N = 1/
√

N)

• backgrounds: the cleaner → the better!

(reduced/controlled by cuts)

• efficiency and geometrical acceptance?



a simple detector model?

using roughly the CMS/ATLAS potential

“Isolated” electrons, muons and photons:

∆E/Ee,µ,γ = few % excellent angular resolution, “high” efficiency

and “small/negligible” backgrounds

geometrical acceptance: pt ≥ 10 GeV and |η| ≤ 2.5

“Isolated(??)” jets:

High efficiency for pt ≥ 30 GeV (??) and |η| ≤ 4.5(??)

Energy resolution? ∆Et/Et ≈ 100 − 200%/
√

E + 5% (??)

Missing transverse momentum: depends on final state!

in general a mixture between lepton and jet accuracies



a list of well defined final states

• Drell–Yan type lepton pair final states. This includes on– and off–shell W
and Z decays.

• γ–jet final states

• Diboson events of the type WW, WZ, ZZ, Wγ → leptons (SM Higgs pro-
duction might perhaps be included here).

• Events with top quarks in the final state, identified with at least one isolated
lepton.

• Hadronic final states with up to n(=2,3 ..) Jets and different pt and mass.



define useful cross section ratios!

an example:

precise ratio prediction (at LO) (≤ 1%) for

σ(qq̄ → W+W−)/σ(qq̄ → W±)
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uncertainties from different HO QCD
calculations:

ELECTROWEAK GAUGE BOSON RAPIDITY DISTRIBUTIONS AT NNLO

C. Anastasiou, L. Dixon, K. Melnikov and F. Petriello Dec 2003, hep-ph/0312266

Figure 3: The CMS rapidity distribution of an on-shell Z boson at the LHC. The LO, NLO, and

NNLO results have been included. The bands indicate the variation of the renormalization and

factorization scales in the range MZ/2 ≤ µ ≤ 2MZ.

range used in the rest of the paper, µF = µR = µ and M/2 < µ < 2M , provides a good

guide to the perturbative uncertainty remaining from the terms beyond NNLO.

In Fig. 5 we present the rapidity distribution for on-shell Z production at Run II of

the Tevatron. The scale variation is unnaturally small at LO; it is 3% at central rapidities,

and varies from 0.1% to 5% from Y = 1 to Y = 2. This occurs because the direction of

the scale variation reverses within the range of µ considered, i.e., dσLO/dµ = 0 for a value

of µ which satisifes MZ/2 ≤ µ ≤ 2MZ . This value of µ depends upon rapidity, leading to

scale dependences which vary strongly with Y . The scale variation exhibits a more proper

behavior at NLO, starting at 3% at central rapidities and increasing to 5–6% at Y = 2.5.

At NNLO the scale dependence is drastically reduced, as at the LHC, and remains below

1% for all relevant rapidity values. The magnitude of the higher order corrections are

slightly larger at the Tevatron than at the LHC. The NLO prediction is higher than the

LO result by nearly 45% at central rapidities; this shift decreases to 30% at Y = 1.5 and

to 15% at Y = 2.5. The NNLO corrections further increase the NLO prediction by 3–5%

over the rapidity range Y ≤ 2.

This remarkable stability of the rapidity distribution with respect to scale variation

cannot be attributed to the smallness of the NNLO QCD corrections to the partonic cross
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Figure 14: The rapidity distribution for (Z, γ∗) production at the LHC for an invariant mass

M = 250 GeV. The LO, NLO, and NNLO results have been included. The bands indicate the

residual scale dependences.

emissions, however, require a full NNLO computation. Intuitively, we expect the sz terms,

which are the simplest to obtain, to dominate for large invariant masses, i.e., as the z → 1

threshold is approached. We wish to examine whether this contribution, or perhaps the

sz and cy terms together, can furnish a reasonable approximation in phenomenologically

interesting regions of parameter space.

We present in Figs. 16 and 17 the NNLO corrections to the rapidity distributions

for (Z, γ∗) production at the LHC, split into its soft, collinear and hard components, for

the invariant masses M = MZ and M = 2 TeV. The NNLO corrections are the dσ(2)/dY

terms defined in Eq. (4.1), convoluted with the MRST PDFs and with all partonic channels

included. We present separately the following pieces: the sz term, the cy term, the h term,

and the sum of the h and cy pieces, which would integrate to the “hard” (non-soft) part

of the total cross section. These terms are normalized to the complete NNLO correction.

At M = MZ , all components are important. We note that there are large cancellations

between the sz term and the remaining pieces. Neither the sz piece nor the sum of the

sz and cy terms furnishes a good approximation to the complete result. Generic hard

emissions are important; this result is expected, since there is a large amount of phase-

space available. At M = 2 TeV, the magnitude of the sz term becomes larger compared to

the hard and cy terms, as expected. However, it still does not furnish a good approximation

to the entire result for all rapidities; the fact that it does so for central rapidities arises from
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high(est) precision QCD test at the LHC?
the pt spectrum of the Z boson!

Huge cross section, “no” background and precision measurement

pp → ZX → e+e−X
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who will predict pt spectrum in all its beauty?

including (multi)jet activity and rapidity distribution!

use result to invent (iterative?) a method to predict pt spectrum

of other final states!



QCD×QCD reactions?

measure rapidity and pt → PDF consistency measurements!

Quark/Gluon Contributions to Cross Section
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plot made by Manjit Kaur (Panjab University/CMS)



Round table discussion:
Tuesday 12.10 at 14:30!

How to fill the tables?

Reaction PYTHIA HERWIG LO NLO (NNLO)

qq̄ → W+ → µ+ν
qq̄ → W− → µ−ν
qq̄ → Z0 → µ+µ−

σ(W+)/σ(W−)
σ(W±)/σ(Z)

“accepted” σ(W+)
“accepted” σ(W−)
“accepted” σ(Z)

accepted σ(W+)/σ(W−)
accepted σ(W±)/σ(Z)


